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1 Introduction 

In our previous work [1] we discussed the problem of a charged rela

tivistic particle passing through a medium. It was shown that at the 

velocity of the particle v 9! c'(d = ;';) the Cherenkov radiation dif

fers from zero. This radiation is rather weak and "at velocity v when 

v < c', this radiation disappears. There was also a simple mechanism 

proposed to avoid singularity in the electrodynamics when v =d. The 
medium is supposed to behave as a collective and the characteristics 

of this medium are described by a dielectric permittivity E. It is clear 

that E is a function of frequency E = E( w) and at high frequencies when 
E __, 1 the medium loses the collective property and the charged particle 

begins to interact with nuclei and electrons of the medium. 

In this work we study the resonance bremsstrahlung of a charged 

particle passing through the medium at velocities v, v 9! d and higher. 

It is clear that this charged particle interacts with the medium as a 

collective. The property of this collective is determined by a dielectric 

permittivity E = E1 + iE2(E1 = n2 , E = <(w)). 
It is interesting to remark, that after discovering of a radiation 

which differs from the luminiscent radiation, Vaviliv S.l. [2] came to 

a conclusion that, the more probable reason of the new radiation is 

bremsstrahlung of the Kempton electrons knocked out by gamma-rays 

from atoms of the liquid. 

At first, we discuss bremssrahlung of a fast charged particle when 

it takes part in individual electromagnetic interactions, then the reso

nance bremsstrahlung of a fast charged particle in the medium. 

2 The Bremsstrahlung of a Fast Charged Particle 

The full energy c of bremsstrahlung of a fast charged particle is deter

mined by the following equation [3]: 

c = 100 

Jdt, 
-oo 

(1) 
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_ 2e2 [E + l[vHJF- MP,;f 
- 3m2c3 1- !C. 

c' 

(2) 

where E, Hare tensity of external electric and magnetic fields; m, e are 
mass and charge of the particle. 

If the external field is divided into two components, parallel and 
transversal to velocity v, then for component J 11 we obtain 

2e2 -2 
111 = 3m2CJEII' 

and for the transversal comp.:ment J J., we obtain 

h=£ E]. 
3m2c3 1 _ "" . ,, 

(3) 

(4) 

The angle distribution of bremsstrahlung energy is detennined by 
the following equation: 

di 
I= j drldf!, drl = sinOdOd<p 

di c
2 (2(iiw)(vw) w2 (1- ~)(i1tv) 2 ) 

df! = 4r.c3 c(1 - :")5 + (1 - ~1 )• - (1 - '¥J6 · 
where ii is the direction of the bremsstrahlung. 

(5) 

(6) 

If the velocity v and acceleration w are parallel, then for In we obtain 
the following equation: 

diu e2 w 2sin2e 
drl = 4r.c3 (1 - ~cos0)5' (7) 

if v and ware transversal, then for '!ftr we obtain the following equation: 

dh _ _j!_ ( 1 _ (1 - ~ )sin20cos29) (
8

) 
df! - 4r.c3 (1 - ~cos0)4 (1- ~cos0)6 · 
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In the angle distribution of the bremsstrahlung of the fast charged 
particle, as we can see from (1)-(8), there is a peak in forward distri
bution and width of this peak is determined by the following equation: 

~ 
e·~ ~1- ~ (9) 

Now we go on discussing bremsstrahlung of a fast charged particle 
in a medium. 

3 The Resonance Bremsstrahlung of a Fast Parti
cle in a Medium 

\Ve study bremsstrahlung of a fast charged particle in a medium with 
velocities v ;:: ;; . And we are i-nterested in the bremsstrahlung in the 
region of frequencies w, when n(w) > 1, i.e. optics and X-ray regions. 
Actually, it is the region of frequencies where the charged particle in
teracts with the medium collectively but not individually. Then the 
following subtitution should be done in equations (1)-(8): ; 

, c 
c-+ c = -, 

n 
(10) 

where n2 = ReE(E is dielectric permittivity). Moreover, in denomina
tors of (1)-(8) (see [2]) there is factor E reduced with the same factor E 
which appears at the substitution (10). 

Besides, since the velocity of the light in the medium is d = ;;, 
therefore the field around the particle will spread out in this medium 
with the velocity c', (which is less than c) and the field will remain 
behind this relativistic particle. The triangle of the velocities of this 
particle in the medium has the following form: 
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v=c 

0' 

• nl c 1 
Slllf7 =- = -, 

vn j3n 

e' =~-e. 

c' = £. 
" 

So, we can see that the field around the relativistic particle (v > c-) 
has the form of a thin surface film of a rotation cone with the slope 
angle 0' to the direction of the moving particle, and IJ' is determined 
by the value sin IJ' = ], . Then, the larger the refraction coefficient n 
is, the smaller the scope angle of the surface of the rotation cone is 
obtained (see work [1]). It is clear that the bremsstrahlung must go 
mainly in the transversal direction to the surface of t.he rotation cone. 

So, the equations (1 )-(8) transform in: 

c: = ;_: Jdt = ;_:(J11 + h)dt, (11) 

where J 11 is: 
2e2 -z 

Ju = 3m2CJEII, 
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(12) 

and J J. is: 
-z 2e2 EJ. 

JJ. = 3m2c31- E~ (13) 

From equation (13) we see that singularity in the medium at the 
charged particle velocity v2 = ~appears there. Si1ice E is a function of 
w (c = c(w)), then the singularity takes place at different velocities 

c2 
,,z(w) = --. 

<( «-") 
(14) 

At frequencies w(w ...... oo) when c(w) ...... 1. the charged particle begins 
to interact with the medium individually but. not as with a collective. 
then the bsemsstrahlung becomes individual. 

If E in (10) is a complex value <(«-') = <1(..,·) + i<z("'·). then (13) 
transforms into the following cquat.ion: 

2 -2 [ •·' · •·'] J _ 2e EJ.(1-ci...,.)+I<z;:o 
J. - 3 2 -' ( 1 "' )2 ( ,,, )2 1n (~ - ft~ + f2<3 

(15) 

This equation has a typical resonance• form (sec [4]) widi the point. of 
the resonance at €~ = 1 and wit.h width r 

r "2 
- = <z-. 
2 c2 

(16) 

So, the charged particle bremsstrahlung in the medium depmds on 
its velocity as: 

1 
( 17) J ~ 1,2• 

L 1-f~ 

and at c1 ~ ~ 1, it has resonance. The equation for brcmsstrahhmg 
' when cis a complex value, is determined by equatious (12) and (13) 

where J ->J J J. 
Another equation for t.he bremsstrahlung full <'n<'rpy of th<' dwrgcd 

particle in the medium is given in chapter 4. 

Now we consider the angle distribution of t lH• charged particle• 
bremsstrahlung in the medium. 
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If we take into account that c ---> r! = ; in the medium, then 
equations (7), (8) are transformed in the following equations: 

di11 e2 w2 sin2e 
dO = 4rrc3 (1 - JE~cose )"' 

(18) 

dh _ e2w2 ( 1 (1- E~ )sin 28cos29) 
dO - 4rrc3 (1- JE~cos0)4 - (1- JE~cosO)B · 

(19) 

From equations (18), (19) we see, that their denominators are equal to 
zero (i.e. (18), (19) have singularity) at: 

JEv cosO= 1 
c 

or 
c 

cosO= JEu · (20) 

i.e. in the region of frequencies "'' where E{w) > 1, there is the 
bremsstrahlung in direction 0, determined by equation (20). This 
bremsstrahlung has typical resonance form: 

din e2 
2 . 20 [(1- .,ft!/3cos8) + iJE:i}cosOJO 

-- --w szn 
dO - 4rrc3 · [(1 - E1;32cos20)2 + E2,J2cos20J5' 

(18') 

dh e2w2 ([(1- .,ft!i3cos0) + iy£2;3cos0]4
) 

dO = 4rrc3 [(1 - E1132cos20)2 + E2;32cos20J4 -

e2w2 ((
1 

v2 . 20 2 [(1 - .,ft!;3cos0) + iy'£2;3cos0]6
) 

-- - E- sm cos 9 . 
4rrc3 c2) [(1 - EI(J2cos20)2 + E2i32cos20J6 

(19') 

The equations for the resonance bremsstrahlung of the charged parti
cle in the medium can be obtained from (18') and (19') by using the 
fll . b.·~ I~I<!..!.J.. I<!..!.J..I 0 OWing SU StltutiOll dO --i- dO , dO --+ dO · 

The integrated on 9 values of I ~ I, I ~ I are: 

where x = vt. 

dt: 11 = 1 I di11 I d dt: 11 = ~ dc11 
dt dO <p, dx v dt ' 

dt:.L = 1 I dh I d do.L = ~ dt:.L 
dt dO <p, dx v dt ' 
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(21) 

(22) 

1 
l 

( 
l 

l 

At the point of the resonance from (20), (21) we get the following 
equations (cosO= j,p, w = w.B): 

dt: 11 e2 
dx = 2c2w2;3sin20(I)~ E2 ' 

(23) 

d 2 2 . 
E'.L e 2 €1 2 e 2 3 . 2 €1 3 

- = -w ,8(-) + -w ,8 szn OE2(-). (24) 
dx 2c2 E2 8rrc2 E2 

So, in dependence on the velocity of the charged particle, the reso
nance bremsstrahlung in the medium goes in different directions 0 (see 
(20)), and at the velocity v = .;,, the resonance bremsstrahlung goes 
in the forward direction. When v < J<>• the resonance bremsstrahlung 
disappears. It is clear that since E depends on w, then the velocity 
values v also depend on w. From (18). and (19) we also see that the 
direct.ion of the resonance bremsstrahlung coincides with the direction 
of the Cherenkov radiation [5]. 

Let us discuss another approach for obtaining the bremsstrahlung 
of the fast particle in the medium. 

.; 

4 Full Bremsstrahlung of a Fast Charged Particle 
in a Medium 

The power of bremsstrahlung P of a charged particle can be presented 
in the following form [3] (i.e. the lost power of the charged particle 
through transverse acceleration): 

2e2 5 2 I ~ 12 
p = 3m2c31' w p , (25) 

where w is frequency. 

Since p = cmiJ1, then equation (25) is transformed into the follow
ing equation: 

I 
where 1' = JI-fJ' · 

2e2 
p = _,.,4w2(32 

3c3, , (26) 
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In a medium with dielectric permittivity f, equation (26) transforms 

into the following equation: 

2e
2 

2(32 1 ( ~) 
P = -w ( /32)2. 21 

3c 1- E 

Equation (27) has singularity at (32 = ~- This singularity can be re

moved using the method proposed in (1], if we take into account that 

€ = €1 + iE2, 

Ej = n 2,E = E(w),E! = c1(w),E2 = E2(w). (28) 

Then 1- c/32 = (1- •1/32)- E2/32 and P -+I PI 
2e2 

2 2 1 

I pI= 3cw f3 (1- E!/32)2 + (•2,52)2' (29) 

So, equation (29) is the equation for the bremsstrahlung of the charged 

particle with velocity f3 = ~ in the medium and t.his l)remsstrahlung 

has a resonance character at (32 = .!.. As we can see from (27), this ,, 
bremsstrahlung goes in the forward direction ( the bremsstrahlung at. 

other angles is given by equations (18)-(19) ). 

At velocity f3 = .},; (in the point of the resonance) the density of 

radiation I P I of the charged particle in the medium is given by the 

following equation: 

or 

2e2w2 E!(w) 
I PI= 3C c~(w)' (30) 

de= 2e
2
w2

c1(w) (
31

) 

dx 3c2i3 c~(w)' 

and it is inversely proportional to the coefficient E2 in square. The 

equation (31) defines the losses of the charged particle in the medium 

per unit of the length without taking into account the absorbtion part. 

(we suppose that c2 << 1), which must be proportional to ea:p( -c2 ). 

Equations (23), (24) and (31) are the same equations which are 

necessary to be compared with the following standard equation for the 

Cherenkov radiation: 
de e2 

2 1 
- = -w (1- -). (32) 
dx 2c2 c1;32 

The expression for cis given in (3], (6]. 
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5 Conclusion 

The bremsstrahlung of the fast charged particle in the medium with 

dielectric permittivity E at velocities v 2: f,(Ru = 11 2 ) was considered. 

The bremsstrahlung has singularity at .J = ,,~_,8 ( .3 .7= ~- 0 is an angle 

of the bremsstrahlung). And this bremsstrahlung was interpreted as 

resonance bremsstrahlung with the width characterized by Jmf = c2• 

and the less E2 is, the higher the peak of this resonance rises. The 

angle distribution of the bremsstrahlung is determin<•d by cosiJ = ,/3 

and this angle coincides with the angle of the Chercnkov radiation. At 

i3 = 1 this resonance bren1sst.rhlnng g·oes in the fonnlnl direction. The 
' ll 

resonance bremsstrahlung depends on freqnenr,· w'( f = f(...:) ). 
Evidently, an accurate experiment is needed to stnd,· the radiation 

of the fast dmrged Jlarticle in the medium at wlodtic•s .3 > l. 
- " 

It is necessary to re1nark that in work [7] was reported about the 

noticeable radiation in the fon\·ard direction in optics region. which 

cannot be the Cherenkov radiation, since tlw ClH:'n·nkoY radiation in 

the forward direction n1ust be equal to zero. This radiation was in

terpreted by A.A. Tyapkin (8] a.s a coherent sum of ratli'iHion of the 

charged particle in t.he medium at. its vclocit,· c equal to the wlorit,· 

of light in the medium. 

In conclusion the author expesses his deep gratitude to Professors 

Tyapkin A.A. and Zrelov V.P. for fruitful discussion of this "·ork. 
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